
Updated Safety Standards

The St. James <info@thestjames.com>

Sun 11/15/2020 7�50 PM

To:  Jeremy Wahyudi <jeremy.wahyudi@thestjames.com>

Dear The St. James Members –

We hope this message finds you and your families safe and healthy. With the
announcement that Virginia will again tighten restrictions on indoor and outdoor
gatherings beginning tonight at midnight, we wanted to provide you with an update
on the modifications we are implementing to comply with the new COVID-19
guidelines and continue to exceed the safety standards set forth by Governor
Northam. The health and safety of our members, athletes, spectators, clients and
team members continue to be our highest priority.

Beginning Monday, we will adjust venue capacity limits as follows to ensure your
safety and health:

Health Club

The Health Club will limit members to 25 people per floor. Please continue to
reserve your socially distanced space via The St. James app.

Sports Spectators

Sports that previously allowed spectators will continue to do so with a 25-
person per venue capacity limit. These sports include lacrosse, soccer, dance,
baseball, basketball, hockey, football.



Sports that previously prohibited spectators, as directed by their respective
governing bodies, will continue to follow that guidance. These sports include
swimming and volleyball.

We will soon launch our comprehensive streaming service that will allow
spectators to watch sports competitions on any internet-connected device.
Details will be made available soon.

Sports Programming and Competition

Sports programming and competition will continue to follow the capacity limits
previously set forth.

Super, Awesome & Amazing and Courted

Super, Awesome & Amazing (SAA) and Courted will observe the 25-person
per venue capacity limit. Please call SAA at 703.239.6870 to prearrange your
party’s visit. Courted services will continue to be offered by appointment only.

The St. James is committed to ensuring the safety of our community and has
worked relentlessly to develop, implement and enforce a comprehensive Standard
of Safety that is informed by medical experts, including MedStar Health, and best
practices of leading sports, entertainment and hospitality companies. Our focus is to
help people remain healthy while they pursue their passions and, as such, we
continue monitor updates to safety guidelines in real time and adjust and enhance
our multi-pronged approach to the health and safety challenges presented by
COVID-19.

As a reminder, below are key components of The St. James’ comprehensive
commitment to cleanliness and safety; which can also be found on our website.

Enhanced Cleaning & Disinfecting Regimen

We conduct thorough cleaning throughout each day, including periodic midday
shutdowns across the different venues to deep clean, as well as closing overnight to
disinfect the entire Complex.

Temperature Checks and Health Declaration

Everyone entering the Complex, including our team members and anyone involved
in any of our programs, is required to complete a health declaration affirming that
they are free of COVID-19 symptoms.

Protective Masks and Social Distancing

Everyone continues to be required to wear protective masks in order to enter the
Complex and only permitted to remove masks when engaged in rigorous training.
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Communication

We will immediately notify all affected guests if there is a confirmed case within our
community. We request that all members, athletes, customers and clients notify The
St. James as soon as possible if they have been to the Complex and tested positive
for COVID-19, shown symptoms or have been in contact with anyone who has.

We remain confident that The St. James is providing the safest environment
possible for you to pursue your sports and wellness passions.

Thank you for your continued support.

Kendrick Ashton and Craig Dixon 
Co-Founders and Co-CEOs 
The St. James
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